
Methods and tools for health data transparency and integrity
that allow trusted open secondary usage and big-data analysis
of health data

Summary

To develop and justify the possible methods and tools that ensure data transparency and integrity (issue is also
stated in the IMI future research topics ) in the open secondary usage and big-data analysis of health data.

Research field: Information and communication technology
Supervisors: Gunnar Piho

Peeter Ross
Availability: This position is available.
Offered by: School of Information Technologies

Department of Health Technologies
Application deadline: Applications are accepted between June 01, 2020 00:00 and July 03, 2020

23:59 (Europe/Zurich)

Description

The routine clinical data is considered precious[1], and their secondary use[2] is considered beneficial for policymak-
ers, public health officers, scientists, clinicians, citizens and industry[3]. Different initiatives, including European Health
Data Network[4] and Clinical Trial Data2 initiative, initiated by the European Commission and the EFPIA (European
Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations), are searching for the possible solutions. However, as
stated in a recent survey[5], due to semantic heterogeneity of health data, we still do not have a unified approach
and use divide-and-conquer instead. The review[6] conducted a year later, concludes that no big-data analytics will
happen without optimised data sharing and reuse, what we still lack despite for different interoperability standards in
the medical domain. When using data from different data controllers in a big-data or any analysis, we must ensure
data transparency and integrity to trust the conducted results. To find, and evaluate appropriate data transparendy
and integrity methods and tools is the main aim of this PhD project. Results are utilized in collaboration projects with
TEHIK and international partners[7].
Responsibilities and tasks: To investigate the state of the art of the data transparency and integrity in general and
in the context of healthcare systems and big-data analysis. Based on the acquired knowledge, propose, deploy and
evaluate appropriate methods and tools in the context of open secondary usage and big-data analysis of health data.
 To evaluate the proposed from the perspectives of medical science, software dependability, interoperability and from
the possibility to change software evolutionary.
The applicants should fulfil the following requirements:

• MSc in Software Engineering or related fields like Informatics, Computer Science or Medical Informatics.
• Excellent software engineering skills.
• Competence in medical informatics and healthcare systems interoperability is a plus but not mandatory.
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To get more information or to apply online, visit https://taltech.glowbase.com/positions/77 or
scan the the code on the left with your smartphone.
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